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	Modeling and Application of Electromagnetic and Thermal Field in Electrical Engineering, 9789811501722 (9811501726), Springer, 2019

	Co-authored by an international research group with a long-standing cooperation, this book focuses on engineering-oriented electromagnetic and thermal field modeling and application. It presents important contributions, including advanced and efficient finite element analysis used in the solution of electromagnetic and thermal field problems for large and multi-scale engineering applications involving application script development; magnetic measurement of both magnetic materials and components under various, even extreme conditions, based on well-established (standard and non-standard) experimental systems; and multi-level validation based on both industrial test systems and extended TEAM P21 benchmarking platform. Although these are challenging topics, they are useful for readers from both academia and industry.
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Creating Web-Accessible Databases: Case Studies for Libraries, Museums, and Other NonprofitsInformation Today, 2001
Tip O’Neill, former speaker of the House, said, “All politics is local.” Gloria Steinem, in the early years of the feminist movement, said, “The political is personal.” And so, the origins of this book are both local and personal. After watching the circuitous route a locally produced database took on its way to...

		

The Design of Sites: Patterns, Principles, and Processes for Crafting a Customer-Centered Web ExperienceAddison Wesley, 2002
"Just following the authors' suggestions would put your site in the top few percent for readability and usability."-Jef Raskin, creator of the Macintosh computer and author of The Humane Interface

Creating a Web site is easy. Creating a well-crafted Web site that provides a winning experience for...


		

Mac OS X Pocket Reference: A User's Guide to Mac OS XO'Reilly, 2002

	
		Apple's new operating system, Mac OS X, is reaching a critical mass. Its sleek Aqua interface, combined with a powerful BSD Unix core, bring usability and stability to a new level. As companies start to migrate to Mac OS X from earlier versions of the Mac OS and from other flavors of Unix, IT managers are looking for a quick...






	

Send Me a Message: A Step-by-Step Approach to Business and Professional Writing (Student Book)McGraw-Hill, 2004

	With the expansion of global business and the Internet, communicating clearly in written English has become essential. The step-by-step approach in Send Me A Message allows students to develop a core set of expressions and techniques that they can use to communicate clearly and appropriately in a variety of formats.
...

		

Palliative and End of Life Care for Children and Young People: Home, Hospice, HospitalJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	“Anne’s contribution to our understanding of the needs of young people with cancer has been unparalleled and without her extraordinary insights our services would be that much poorer.” From the foreword by Simon Davies , CEO Teenage Cancer Trust


	This topical and timely text provides valuable insights...


		

Corporate Real Estate Management (essentials)Springer, 2020

	Thomas Glatte provides a comprehensive view on the essentials of corporate real estate management (CREM). The author explains in the influence of corporate strategies on real estate strategies for non-property-companies as well as the importance of corporate real estate portfolios, the set-up of CREM organizations and the...
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